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In our previous edition of Nature Play the Education Way,
we explored a set of nature play principles that were
developed by the Nature Play SA team in conjunction
with a range of experts. Here, Nature Play SA General
Manager Jason Tyndall provides some guidance on
defining and designing a natural play space with a
series of ideas that he regularly presents on, has been
involved with, or has observed in other settings. In this
overview he stresses the need for a site to involve their
whole community so the space meaningfully reflects the
thoughts and expressions of children.

DEFINING A NATURAL PLAY SPACE
For those unfamiliar with what a natural play space is, it can be mistakenly
perceived as a landscaped area where children play and interact. However, it
is so much more than that. Firstly we need to understand what nature play is.
For many of us, open-ended play outside was a significant part of our
childhood. Unknown to us, the trees we climbed, the streets we navigated,
the creeks we explored, the cubbies we created, the friendships we
built, and the games we invented were fundamental to our physical,

and wellbeing has declined significantly when compared with previous
generations. And we have to ask: what has changed in our children’s
lives? Why are we seeing increases in children being overweight or obese,
leading more sedentary lifestyles and being less physically active, as
well as higher rates of mental health conditions such as depression, and,
anecdotally, a greater demand for childhood development services?
The way children play has changed. Climbing trees, gathering sticks and
exploring creeks was a natural behaviour for us. Reviving and mimicking
this type of play in today’s context is what we define as nature play. More
specifically:
Nature play is extended periods of open-ended and self-directed
play in spaces such as local creeks, beaches, bushland, parks,
schoolyards and/or backyards. Such places are defined by
access to, and permission to use, natural features such as trees,
natural debris (i.e. sticks, bark, leaves, etc.), logs, water, dirt, and
naturalised elements that invite exploration, imagination and
curiosity. It extends to children having supported or spontaneous
opportunities to foster a connection to the natural world.
As educators, childhood development professionals and parents, we
have a responsibility to restore our children’s habitat in ways that suit, or
challenge, our current contexts.

social, emotional and cognitive development. This was our habitat and

The collective view and value of nature play is the most critical factor to

we thrived. Today, we could say that this habitat has been significantly

beginning any nature play venture – whether it be introducing different

fragmented. In recognising that children don’t play like we used to, we

types of play into your spaces such as cubby building or climbing trees,

can assume they don’t get the same benefits as we did – in fact, there

being more intentional about outdoor learning, or looking at designing a

is compelling research that demonstrates that children’s overall health

new natural play space.
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CONTINUED
DESIGNING A NATURAL PLAY SPACE

• physically challenging opportunities with graduated risk: logs that
graduate with their height in such a way that not all children can get to

A natural play space should be designed in a way that mimics a natural

a point; ropes that challenge upper body strength; permission to climb

setting where children can engage in open-ended and self-directed play.

trees that are deemed as offering an acceptable level of risk (in line

Some elements to consider for a natural play space include:

with a benefit/risk assessment); logs that can be moved and balanced
on; climbing structures (in line with Australian Playground Standards);

• natural elements: vegetation; water; sand; dirt; flowers; logs, rocks; and
other loose parts such as sticks, leaves and seed pods
• multi-sensory opportunities: flowers and leaves with strong scents;

STARTING THE CONVERSATION

accessible water; pots and pans that encourage mixing of dirt, flowers

Developing a common understanding and collective value of the

and other natural elements; sounds to experiment with; and edible

importance of nature play for children is a vital first step to a successful

plants such as a veggie patch and fruit trees

nature play venture. Your school community, including governing

• real-life examples of the natural world that stimulate awe, wonder and
imagination: local plants that attract birds, butterflies and other insects;
bee hotels; logs as habitat for slaters and millipedes; nest boxes for
rosellas, galahs, owls and possums; and natural structures and cues
that invite exploration such as arches and different textured pathways;
and spatial variances in the landscape
• places for reflection as well as social and creative play: areas that have
natural seating surrounded by plants; areas that are buffered from
physical play areas; paths that lead to secluded parts of the space;
places where children feel like they are not being supervised
• spaces that can be used for outdoor learning that feature seating or a

councils, leadership, educators, parents and students, should be part
of the conversation and engaged in, and throughout, the process. This
represents a powerful opportunity to strengthen a sense of community.
At this point the school community can address any concerns or queries
regarding the value and purpose of nature play. With everyone informed
there will be a clear understanding of the ”why”.
Some benefits of natural play spaces include:
• Increased self-esteem and ability to adapt to change (Greve &
Thomsen 2016)
• Greater physical activity (McCurdy et al 2010)

configuration of logs or rocks that invites educators and their classes

• Increased academic performance (Malone 2017)

into the space

• Reduced anxiety (Sandseter & Kennair 2011)

• opportunities for all abilities to engage: for example, pathways
through gardens can have different sized log rounds and other physical
obstacles to support challenge (however, wheel chair access should
not be excluded – ensuring that, in addition to challenging routes,
there is adequate wheelchair access to various points in your space will
demonstrate your site's recognition and valuing of inclusivity)
• reflection of the diverse cultural identities across your community: for
example, reflecting local Aboriginal culture through art or Dreaming
whilst also incorporating elements that represent the diversity of
culture within your school community
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and places of mastery for every child
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• Reduction in anti-social behaviour i.e. bullying (Brussoni et al 2017)
• Better decision making (Barker 2004)
• Improved wellbeing (Capaldi et al 2015)
• Improved language development (Stagnitti et al 2015)
• Development of stewardship and environmental values (Chawla, L.
2009)
• Greater risk competence (Lavrysen et al 2017)
• Benefits to children with ADHD (Taylor & Kuo 2011)

When in discussion with your community, highlighting the benefits
first and foremost is key to creating a collective understanding on the
developmental and educational value of nature play. Throughout the
process you may also identify some nature play “champions” within your
school community who can help support and advocate your vision.

CONSULTATION
Consultation from the very beginning is crucial to ensure that everyone
feels a sense of ownership that extends beyond the completion of your
space. A stronger connection with the space will see a greater impetus
to ensure the space is valued and becomes a part of your site’s identity.
Methods of consultation vary, depending on your context; however, the
three key groups are children, parents and staff.

CHILDREN
When thinking about consulting children, the first thing that comes to
mind is Loris Malaguzzi’s words:
The child
is made of one hundred.

• Ask children to talk with their families about what they used to do as

The child has

kids and see where the discussion leads. Explore the benefits that

a hundred languages

children of the past gained from their play and reflect on the skills

a hundred hands

that children of today need. There are many lines of inquiry that could

a hundred thoughts

be investigated at this point. Consider sending two questions home:

a hundred ways of thinking

“Where did you play as a child and what sort of things did you do?”

of playing, of speaking.

and, “How can we, as a school community, develop our play spaces to
reflect the way you used to play?”

A common approach to consulting children is verbal communication
or visual communication via drawings and sketches. However, when
“listening” to children (as Malaguzzi insinuates), we need to consider
the hundred languages that children express through their thoughts,
feelings and emotions. In particular, children who aren’t necessarily verbal
in their communication can be heard when we tune into the language
of expression. Some additional ways to extend your consultation with
children include the following:
• Have a conversation about the importance of play for their minds and

PARENTS
A common saying is that “people only know what they know”. And this
can be very true for parents new to a site or when a site is proposing new
ideas such as nature play. Educating and engaging parents in your nature
play space development, particularly around pedagogical practice, can
have a multitude of other benefits such as building rapport, establishing
relationships and strengthening the feeling of community. The following
are some of the ways you can extend your consultation with parents.

bodies. This can provide perspective and context on why your school
community is advocating improved play spaces and encouraging other
forms of play.
• Observe how children use the space – where are they drawn to?
What are they doing? And what does that tell you about their play
aspirations and motivations?
• Consider taking children to a natural space where they can explore,
climb and feel the dirt between their toes or fingers, and in your
reflections have a discussion with children about what their bodies
and minds were doing and how would they like that reflected in their
play space. We often ask children what they want in a play space, but
children only know what they have experienced and at times haven’t
engaged in the full potential of nature play. Or to relate to most adults
today, they haven’t played the way we used to play; they haven’t felt
that freedom or desire to explore.
• Ask children to build a representation of a place where they would love
to play. They can use natural loose parts (that in itself will demonstrate
some benefits of children using loose parts as part of play) and allow

• Frame all of your nature play approaches and aspirations with the
benefits as the first and key component of your discussions and
correspondence.
• Run a workshop or have a guest speaker at your AGM on the value of
nature play and consider showing the short film Muddy Puddles and
Painted Sunsets to set the scene or the Stick Rap – a fun clip depicting
the benefits of sticks.
• Find a continual point of communication to disseminate small amounts
of information that convey how your site values nature play.
• Document the benefits of the play that the children are engaged in
and celebrate these to your parent community.
• Invite families to be part of your nature play committee or other group
that drives projects.
• Fundraise for small nature play projects such as outdoor kitchens or
planting established trees.
• Put a call out to parents to see what they have in terms of skills,

them to extend what they have created through art, poetry, story

materials and other contributions they can bring to help your nature

telling, clay sculpting, dance, or other forms of expression.

play projects.
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• Make it clear to parents that your space is for children of all abilities

your site improvement plan. Is learning in nature and the development

understandings of their child they are welcome to do so.

of outdoor learning environments reflected in your site plan?

• Involve parents in special days such as International Mud Day where

• Make outdoor learning environments and learning in the outdoors

everyone is invited to get muddy, and afterwards reflect on the

(or nature play) a standing item on your staff meeting agenda so that

benefits that educators, parents and students observed and felt.

reflecting on outdoor learning and students learning in the outdoors
steadily becomes part of the “everyday” conversation.

STAFF

• Develop professional learning communities or working parties to

A shared vision, common understanding and willingness to participate

research and develop a plan of action for the development of nature

and contribute to outdoor learning is a key component in your site’s

play initiatives. This may include attending quality professional

success.

development, inviting professionals to consult on site, and connecting

It is important to build confidence in all staff members, acknowledging
that each person has a unique point of view, and that not everyone has a
positive point of reference or perceives themselves as a “natural fit” in a

with other ”nature play best practice” communities to arrange site
visits and share examples.
• Provide opportunities for staff to explore the outdoor learning

natural environment. Much like children, adults respond to and process

curriculum connection within the Australian Curriculum to discover the

thoughts and perceptions differently. It is important to take small steps

relevance of nature play and outdoor learning.

and celebrate milestones whilst continually reflecting and identifying
ways to capture what the children’s play is telling (and teaching) you. It is
also important to note that cultural change will often represent unique
challenges that require persistence, patience and strong leadership.
Ways to extend your consultation with staff include the following:
• Establish a clear and joint understanding as a staff community of the
importance and relevance of and need for nature play and outdoor

• Have a planning day or an overall focus on outdoor learning and plot
out what this might look like for your children. Consider watching our
short outdoor learning clip, Upper Sturt Primary School’s Learning in
Nature case study, the nature play journey of Trinity Gardens Primary
School or Grove Kindy’s reflections on nature play and discuss any
thoughts and ideas.
• Provide staff with a link to the Learning Outdoors Benefits/Risk

learning. This might be achieved through professional learning

document produced by Nature Play SA with Department for Education

communities, action research and case studies. A firm commitment

funding (and a copy provided to every school/preschool in the state).

and joint understanding supports the grit and determination needed

Select an example that is relevant to your site and determine how it

within a staff group to manage and commit to the process of change.

can translate to your context.

• Develop a clear statement or vision for the community that makes
everyone responsible for outdoor learning within your spaces. How
can nature play and outdoor learning support your pedagogy, whether
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• Consider where nature play and outdoor learning might be included in

and that if they want to contribute based on observations or

• Consult with staff, children and families to create a community display
with ideas, inspiration and wonderings.
• Ask all educators to spend time on the Nature Play SA portal and

it be Reggio-inspired, a Montessori approach, inquiry-based or play-

watch clips, listen to podcasts, review research, look through resources

based investigations? How is this communicated to the community?

and share their thoughts and ideas at a staff meeting.
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Build a small team

Using your space

If building a new play space, assemble a small team of educators and

Before your space is officially open, try to prepare children to engage and

parents who understand, or have an interest in, the value of nature play.

play within the space in a safe and respectful way:

A working group can provide direction and maintain momentum in
times where things slow down or are confronted with challenges. Often
passion and determination is a measure of how successful a nature play
venture can be. The types of skills you want in your team should reflect
the breadth of the school community such as someone who understands,
or has an interest in, funding grants and other avenues of funding,
others with a practical understanding of site requirements (or bring in a
consultant to equip you with the necessary skills and knowledge), and
representation from leadership. There are several opportunities to involve
children or utilise the working group to encourage broader consultation
with children. It’s important not to see a working group as a big time

• consider having every class, at some point, explore the space quietly
with some guided reflection on the possibilities within the space.
• consider undertaking some outdoor learning activities within the space
to allow children to see its potential.
• have conversations about what can be done in the space, what
shouldn’t be done in the space and what risks may be encountered (an
ideal opportunity to undertake a shared benefit/risk process with the
children and to form agreements to help guide behaviour and foster
your site’s values).

commitment but rather as a mechanism to keep things going and to make

Having an official opening with your community can be exciting for all

some key decisions along the way.

involved and also allows you to celebrate your achievements. Documenting

The design/construct phase

your journey can help not only celebrate your hard work but also act as a
key tool in demonstrating the benefits of nature play for your children’s

If you are planning on engaging a designer it is important to be “shovel

overall wellbeing and development. In addition, your story may serve as

ready” with all of your ideas compiled. It may take the form of a hand-

inspiration to other sites. Some ideas of ways to document your journey

drawn design with photos and diagrams following on from consultation.

include: video, photographs, floor books, a timeline of all the things you

It may be coupled with visual representations from the children or your

achieved and set out to do, accounts of the challenges you encountered,

interpretations of their expressions. It may also have information relating

the many forms of expression and wonderings from the children, feedback

to our Natural Play Space Principles. The more detailed information

from parents and a summary of your learnings as a staff team.

you can provide your designer with, the more accurate your design will
be. Also discuss with your designer their level of understanding of the

Developing a natural play space can have enormous benefits for your

Australian Playground Standards as it will be an important factor from a

children, staff and parent community. The benefits are not necessarily

safety perspective that their design is compliant where necessary. Many

discovered in finishing the space but rather through the conversations,

nature play spaces may not be subject to the Standards; however, the

relationships, and learnings done along the way and in the years following

Department for Education Outdoor Learning Environments Standard can

its opening. And finally, by having a natural play space and embracing

provide some guidance on your design along with their benefit/risk tools.

play and outdoor learning as part of your site’s identity, you are valuing

If you are designing your play space yourself with in-house expertise,

children as capable and competent learners. *

then you can allow your working group to present the final design to
landscape companies who specialise in nature play spaces. Each site will
have a different context and different approaches may be needed. When
engaging builders/landscapers, ask to see examples of their work and
contact sites they have worked with to ensure you are happy with their
customer service and overall quality of work. If you are a Department for
Education site, only employ contractors who have been prequalified with
DPTI and are authorised to carry out construction work for you.
One of the key things to consider when preparing a project plan is
ensuring that it:
• includes things such as materials needing to be purchased (i.e. storage

ABOUT JASON:
Jason Tyndall is General Manager of Nature Play SA. He coordinates
the Nature Play SA Collective membership initiatives, presents regularly
at workshops and conferences, and delivers tailored professional
development for educators and parent groups on the benefits of nature
play and how to incorporate it into school and home life.
Nature Play SA also offers a range of services for educators such as AGM
keynotes, parent information sessions and workshops for educators
(discounted rates for members).

containers) or sourced from your parent community (i.e. loose parts)
• considers potential for recycled items
• identifies the stages of development
• delegates tasks
• forecasts budget and timelines
Often an overlooked component is the maintenance of a space.
Involving your grounds staff from the beginning and developing a short
maintenance plan (which may involve the children watering or planting)
will give you the best chance to keep your space functional with high
education value and learning outcomes.
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